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June 6 CorrimencementFirst
'

On New

Campus
Louis M. Lyons

Main Speaker

Many seniors still remember their week of hazing as freshmen.
cafeteria of the old R.I.C.E.

Some of them are pictured above, waiting in line in the

SENIORS LOOK FORWARD TO VESPERS, CLASS DAY

I

The first year on the new
R.1.C.E. campus will soon come
to an end. This ending has significance for all of the students of
the College, but most of all for
the seniors who will soon end their
college ,days as the first class to
graduate from the new Rh0de Island College of Education.
Activities for these one hundred
forty-five seniors began on April
16 when President Gaige officially
capped each member of the class.
A week later the seniors were able
to march in the academic procession when the Dedication Year was
closed with a symposium and c-mvocation.
With exams behind them, seniors now look forward to the final
commencement activities which.
will reach their culmination on
June 6 - graduation.
Four main activities remain for
seniors: Vespers, May 31; the
Commencement Ball, June 3;
Class Day, June 5; and Commencement, June 6. Plans are in
the process of being completed for
most of these events.
Dr. Fred J. Donovan will address the members of the senior
class at Vespers on Sunday afternoon, May 31, at four o'clock. Vespers is one of the oldest traditions
of the College. According to this
tradition, three/religious leaders
will be present at the ceremony,
representing the three major faiths.
Rabbi Goldin will deliver the in-·
vocation· the Reverend Underwood wiil read from the Scripture
and lead the Lord's Prayer; and
the Reverend David Coffey, chaplain of the Newman Club will offer the benediction.
On Wednesday evening, June 3,
members of the Senior Class will
attend the final social activity of
the class - the Commencement
Ball. The dinner-dance will be
held at the Meta.comet Country
Club in East Providence.

Class Day, the final activity before Commencement, is scheduled
for Friday, June 5 at 2 :30 p.m.
After a processional of the seniors,
President Gaige will offer the greetings of the faculty and administration. Henry Guillotte, president
of the Senior Class, will address
the gradur7tes, and Donald Babbitt, president of Student Council,
will address the undergraduates.
The undergraduates response will
be given by Menard, president of

the Class of 1960, the Anchor
Class.
Those present at Class Day will
hear the traditional Class History
and Class Will read. Sheila Laffan
will read the Class History and
M. Susan 'Lombardi will read the
Class Will. Helen Harrington,·
vice-president of the Class, will
present the class gift to the College, and class officers will then
take part in the traditional planting of shrubs.

Louis M. Lyons, news commentator for Channel 2, WBGH-TV,
FM, Boston, will be the guest
speaker at Commencement on the
sixth of June, 1969, in Robet.ts
Hall auditorium at ten a.m.
A graduate of the University of
Massachusetts, Mr. Lyons 'has
been curator of the Nieman Fellowship at Harvard University
since 1939. These fellowships are
presented to newspapermen for
study at Harvard; Mr. Lyons was
himself a Nieman fellow in the
academic year 1928-1929 .
. Since 1951, Mr. Lyons has held
his position as news commentator
for Channel 2, and he has been a
special writer for the Boston Globe
for t\venty-three years.
The traditional academic procession of graduate will originate
in the student center.
The Class of 1959 consist of one
hundred forty-five graduates; receiving the Bachelor of Education
degree: Along with the seniors,
twenty-four teachers in service will
also receive degrees of Bachelor
of Education. Six industrial arts
teachers will be the recipients of
Bachelor

of Educational

Arts

Edu-

Instead of the traditional daisy cation degrees. Master of Educachain, this year's sophomore honor • tion degrees will be awarded to,
guard will carry red roses at Class ,thirty-one students.
Day.
,
The College, will also award,
Ann Davis will lead the singing along with the above degrees, five
of the Alma Mater, and ¥arklyn
honorary doctorate degrees and
Trainor will lead a Class Sing.
two honorary masters degrees.
Commencement, on June 6, will
Dr. Lyte, a member of the State
be the last of the senior activities. Board of Education and rector of
it will also be the end of the first All Saints' Episcopal qmrch, will
year on the new campus. To sen- deliver the invocation. President
iors, this, first year will always be William C. Gaige of the College
remembered.
will preside.

t

Senior Class· Honored At Teas
Sponsored By Alumni, Faculty

Marklyn Trainor

M. Trainor Heads
Senior Activities
As general chairman of commencement activities, Miss Marklyn Trainor, pictured above, has
been in charge of all senior activities connected with graduation.
Assisting Miss Trainor have
been Janet Prata, social committee; Ann Murphy, Class Day; Cap
and Gown, Edith Davis and Katherine Kenney; Senior Chapel,
Sheila Thompson; Reception after
Vespers, Carolyn Carter; and
Class gift, Ann Davis.

Graduating seniors were feted
by the members of the Associated
Alumni at the annual Senior Reception and Tea, held in the student Lounge on Wed., May 6.
Miss Mary T. Higgins of Providence was general chairman of the
event. Other committee chairmen
were: Mrs. Vincent Nugent, arrangements; Miss Patricia Toohey,
hospitality; Mrs. Felix Gallogly,
music; Mrs. John McGuinness, refreshments; Miss Hope Senecal,
decorations; Miss Marguerite Genua, invitations; and Dr. S. Elizabeth Campbell, ushers.
Alumni mothers of six senior
women were pourers for tlre Tea.
Those seniors are: Mary C. Boyd,
Joanna K. Doyle, Katherine M.
Kenney, M. Susan Lombardi, Mari;mne Maynard, and Joan McPhillips. Eight other seniors have
mothers or fathers who are
R.LC.E alumni. They are: Harold
N. Conlon, Ann M. Davis, SabFa
P. Gallup, Mrs. Anne (Boylan)
Kraunelis, Roberta M. Maloney,
Audrey E. McMillan, Mrs. Eleanor (Gallogly) Mullaney, and
, Mary M. Ethier.
Thr.ee seniors who will receive

degrees at Commencement are the
wives or husbands of R.I.C.E.
alumni. These three are: Mary
Jane Trombi, wife of John Trombi,
1950i Francis C. Mitchell, husband of Evelyn Farrell Mitchell,
1957; and Marion Barnes, wife of
.
Norman Barnes, 1950.
Faculty of the College and the
Henry Barnard School were host
to the Senior Class at the annual
Faculty-Senior Tea, held May 14

in the Student Lounge. Miss Helen
Scott and the Faculty Social Committee, assisted by Miss Amy
Thompson and Miss Katherine
Cuzner, were in charge of arrangements.
,
Pourers fdr the event which was
attended by two hundred twenty
students and faculty were: Mrs.
Neva _Allendorf, Miss Ruth Altmann, Miss S. Elizabeth Campbell,
and Miss Helen Triggs.

Six alumni mothers of graduating seniors poured at the Alumni Tea. Pictured above, the mothers are standing behind their
daughters. They are, from left to right: Mrs. McPhillips and daughter Joan; Mrs. Maynard and daughter Marianne; Mrs. Boyd and
daughter Mary; Mrs. Gallogly and daughter Elinor; Mrs. Doyle and
daughter Joanna; and Mrs. Kenny and-daughter
Katherine.
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Editorial

PLEDGED10 KAFPA
DELT

on "intellectual

college what you make it
At the last chapel program of the year, held
last Thursday, May 21, President Gaige, addressing the underclassmen ( the seniors were observing
Reading Day), compared college to a "launching
pad." Just as tremendous amounts of "material,
time, money, and ability" go into the preparation
before the missile is launched, tremendous amounts
of "love, time, money, and experience" gb into you,
he told his student audience.
"College is really a matter of attitude and what
you make of it," he stated. "Even if you would have
preferred to go somewhere else, you must have the
resilence to see the good that is here."
He reiterated a well-known fact and statement
when he said that too few of the students at this
college are carrying the burden of initiative and
responsibility, but he expressed great faith in the
underclassmen and emphasized the hope that they
would help to incorporate into our college in the
best manner possible next September's freshman
class of 300.
If, before you 9-eard President Gaige's address
(if you did hear it), you never thought of R.I.C.E.
as being a very special institution, you must have
felt some sort of pride-with a bit of regret-when
you heard that several hundred students were being refused this year-pride because R.I.C.E. is becoming (partly of necessity) more and more selective, and regret because most of these students will
never have an opportunity to go to college.
It is no dark secret that many students here
at R.I.G.E. would have preferred to have gone to
another • college. While others are merely , biding
their time (and it's so inexpensive, tool) until they
are ready to get married. If you are not getting
(the state's) money's worth, this is your fault. This
college does have much in the line of intellectual
enrichment, and very few of the students are taking
advantage of the greatest part of it.
Our president has expressed much hope in us
as a student body that will realize the advantages
of a R.I.C.E. which is readjusting and growing; he
probably has more hope in us than we have in ourselves. As he pointed out; the administration and
faculty are not as good ¥ it could or should be, but
neither are we. It is only through our w.orking together as a real college community that we will
make R.I.C.E. (R.I.C.) a cqllege known for its
spirit and progressiveness-a college that any student can be proud of I

Cards and Money
At the student forum on Tuesday, May 5, in
the auditorium, Student Council members distrib1
uted ,copies of the 1959-1960 budget to the student
body. The meeting was very poorly attended.
The main is~ue taken up at this meeting was
raised by the editor of this year's Ricoled. who
questioned the $1,000 cut in the Ricoled allotment
for next year. The explanation for the cut was that
Student Council felt that the Ricoled would be able
to make up the deficit by collecting ads. However,
the chairman of forum said that Student Council
would look further into the matter.
Following this, chairman Donald Babbitt called
for a hand vote as to whether the proposed budget
would be accepted by the student body. The acceptance was defeated. Quorum was called, and the
meeting was adjourned.
At a special forum on Friday, May 8, chairman
Pat Smith announced that an additional $500. had
been g.ranted to the Ricoled for next year. The
student body voted the budget accepted.
The main issue of this forum was the announcement of Vhe resolution passed by Student Council
which stated that there will be no more card playing in the Charles Carroll Room.
Later, at a special meeting of Student Council, the rule was repealed. However, it is hoped that
a room other than the men's lounge or the,women's
lounge may be found and reserved exclusjvely for
card playing.

a word to the anchor staff
To the Anchor staff:
Since I shall not meet with the entire staff of
the Anchor again, I r;vould like to take this opportunity to express my thanks to all of you. First, my
thanks go to the editors who have given so much
of their time to help make the Anchor a better paper. Second, my thanks go to the members of the
staff tho have also put so much of their time into
the paper, doing last minute assignments and the
like.
To next year's editors, I can say only one thing
-may your year as editors be as wonderful as mine
has been.
Marguerite Brazeil, Editor

In The Mail

HERE 'N THERE
by Louise Pitocchelli
The following adatation of a famous play was published in the
Indiana Penn. This version was created by Frank Lattanzi, a member
of the feature staff of the college newspaper, and by John Deliquilla.
f

KING LEER
Act I - Scene I
Old King Leer was a merry olde soul, And a merry olde soul was he.
He called for his bowl, he called for his pipe,
And he called for his daughters three.
(After 'iO years of being king, all he has is one carriage and three
daughters to -chauffer it.)
(Enter Gottago, Reekin, and Cordilia.)
Leer: To avoid ye old inheritance tax, I must verily ,divid~ my property
before I die. Ye who love ~e profess your love bf takmg two steps.
(Daughters advance two steps.)
Leer: Return from whence you came. Thou saids't not, '·May I?"
Reekin: (Advancing two giant steps and an umbrella twist): Oh Lee'r,
I love thee to the depth and breadth of my share."
Leer: Thy eloquence has won you 1/3 of my kingdom.
Gottago: Oh noble daddio, my heart aches for every acre that is in my
lot.
Leer: For your pains, take the south forty.
Cordilia: Oh Leer, I am leary of lying!
(Alfred E. Nueman, aside: I thought she was O'Leary of Chicago.)
Leer: Wretched Wretcb! Get thee to a sorority and gard thyself in
purple. Forever more lose thy identity.
·Act I - ,Scene II
Leer enters a phone booth and calls the operator. He asks how to
get his daughter, Reekin. She says, "Feed her onions or Dial
S-O-A-P."
Leer: Holla, hollal
Ree!fin; Don't holla so loud.
Leer: Give me 100 knights for a retinue.
Reekin: I can't hear you.
Leer (louder) : I need 100 knights for a retinue.
Reekin: I still. can't hear you.
Operator: That's funny, I hear him plainly.
Reekin: O.K., then you give him the 100 knights. No Leer, my dear,
all I can give you is a horse.
Leer: What? A horse for my kingdom?
( Reekin hangs up.)
(Leer says, "I gotta go to Gottago's," He goes to that place. The
trip takes two days and fifty knights. He sends Kent ahead. Kent
decides to use his own. Leer puts on a suit of armor and purchases.
travelers checks and puts two pence in each pocket. It was a suit
with pairs of pence.)
Kent:· (entering castle) l,fer wants 50 knights.
(Duke of Albany gives Kent 30 days in a big wooden chest.)
(Enter Leer).
.
Leer: Why is my Kent in a flip top box? Fie, Fie!
Albany: Thou shoutest too loud. Why the high fie?
Gottago: (entering) Oh Father Leer,
What brings you here?
Your acting queer,
For one so dear.
Leer: Thy tongues a spear,
I am not queer,
The skies are clear,
Because my reign is over.
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climate"

Dear Editor:
As the school year draws to a c~ose, may I take
the opportunity, as an ex-college ed1t?r, to congratulate the entire Anchor staff for a Job well. done.
Not only has there been a steady. and notice~ble
. improvement during the past year m the techmcal
aspects of newspaper publication, but ~e 1nchor,
serving as one of the media of commumcahon b:tween the various members of the college commum' ty has proven itself a major factor in the developm~nt of the so-called "intellectual climate" of the
new R.I.C.E.
But what about this •'intellectual climate"
which has become increasingly the subject of faculty and student discussions? It would appear that
many of my faculty colleagues argue that an intel\ lectual climate should be sought by college students
to facilitate intellectual activities and growth. On
the other hand, volUJntary student response to such
activities on campus this year might indicate that
concern with the intellect is valued somewhat differently, and lower, by 'our students.
More than fifteen years of observing student
values and behavior in both private and public colleges and universities has led me to formulate Qie
hypothesis, which can be tested, that a college professor1s ideas of the values of college experiences are
usually quite different from a college student's percept of his. value-needs, and that after fuur years
of inter-communication between professor and student in an "intellectual climate", there is little evidence of a coming together of the two systems. Most
professors tend to perceive and structure their
worlds in intellectual terms, but the culture which
produces our students, and to which most of them
will return, is overwhelmingly characterized by concerns of social, e~onomic, and vocational expediency.
Is it not natural that students would, tend to structure their worlds in these terms, espetially in a lowprestige, low-cost, vocationally-oriented, commuting
school such as R.I.C.E.?
With our liberal arts-oriented faculty presumably throwing most of their energies into intellectual concerns, and our students responding primarily in terms of their own social-economic-vocational
orientation, the two groups. appear ·to be going their
separate ways in the working out of their own needs.
To my knowledge, no faculty-imposed student
honor system has ever worked successfully. Likewjse, and at the risk of being branded "anti-intellectual" by my colleagues, I would ask our R.I.C.E.
"eggheads" to ascertain the real nee.ds of our students before they attempt to impose an "intellectual
climate" where it might not be valued.
Sincerely yours,
C. Jamer Herrick
Assistant Professor of Psychology

1. r. c.

not defunct!

Dear Editor:
The Iast edition of the Anchor made the statement "the Debating Society is defunct and the International Relations Club is not far from it." As
an officer and member of the club I feel that the
I.R.C. should be defended. This may better be emphasized by enumerating the many functions that
the I.R.C. has sponsored this year.
(Editors Note: Space did not allow full listing
of these functions).
!
The first program of the college year was a
tea in honor of Mrs. Gertrude Rqdriquez-Arias, a
member of a group of women associated with the
United Nations.
The I.R.C. then had a tea in honor of a number of Costa Rican teachers who visited our campus. They were part of the Experiment on International Living. Have there been any foreign visitors
on Campus that the I.R.C. has not welcomed???
The I.R.C. provided a speaker for the Assembly during World Affairs Week. Through cooperati.on of the World Affairs Council we were fortunate
to have Ambassador Liatis from Greece. Furthermore the I.R.C. joined with the administration in
giving a luncheon for the Ambassador. The luncheon was planned by the I.R.C. and thus several
I.R.C. members were privileged to have lunch with
the Ambassador. I have never heard of anything
such as this happening before.
La~t week the I.R.C. co-operating with the
P:ofess10nal Studies Division sponsored Dr. Lucille
Lmdberg who gave an enlightening lecture on Russian education.
'
More recently the I.R.C. heard Dean Mierzwa
speak on "International Understanding-A
Two
Way Process." During the year we have had several
student programs, featuring Claire Horan and Ruth
Nausner.
Elinor Anderson, President

THE

Dedication
The Dedication Year at Rhode
Island College of Education was
officially closed on Friday, April
24, when a symposium and academic convocation took place.
Held in the Roberts Hall auditarium_Jn the morning, the symposium had as its theme "Modern
Society's Ohallenge to Education."
Speaking at this symposium were
Dr. F. Chapman Ward, Dr. R•.
Bruce Lindsay, and Dr. David
Reisman.
Dr. Theodore Brameld, professor of Educational Philosophy at
Bpston University, gave the main
address at the afternoon convocation. He continued the theme of
the morning session.

Marine Resources
Mr. Gordon's Talk
A member of the biology department, Mr. Bernard L. ·Gordon, was
sp_!:!akerat a faculty colloquium
held on May 15 in Craig-Lee Hall.
His topic was "Marine Resources
of Rhode Island."
Mr. Gordon indicated that a
recent survey recorded the presence of 214 different ,species of
fish in Rhode Island waters. In
1958, 165 million pounds of edible
fish, valued at more than two million dollars, were landed in Rhode
Island. The majority of this fish,
however, was not used for human
consumption. Approximately 86
per c,ent of the amount was processed into fish meal used for
animal food.
He also showed a number of
kodachrome slides, some of which
illustrated various methods used
to collect fishes. The methods include seining, tr'awling, trapping,
examination of stomach contents,
and the application of rotenone to
tidal pools.
An article written by Mr. Gordon, "The Emperor Wears a
Sword," appeared in the February
1959 issue of Nature \Magazine.
Reprints :0f this article were dis.:
tributed to members of the audience.
The colloquium was concluded
after a brief question period.
I

SENIORS SHOW
PAINTINGS
Two rows of barely dry canvases line the walls of the Little
Theatre. The paintings climax a
semester of study and experimentation by the students of Mr.
Rosati in the techniques and
styles found in modern art. \
The students have tried to express themselves through their
media. Some paintings reflect, a
con~ern with and an analysis of
color; others show a keen interest
in forms and space. Usually, the
students discipline themselves by
restricting the number of colors
or objects used in the painting.
Characteristic of, the m:0dern
artist and the student was a propensity of working from the realistic toward the abstract. Altantic
by Miss Spas transcended even
the abstract to become non-objective. The color and the movements
of the color in Altantic were .the
only means the artist used to connote the sea.
A great many styles based on
modern movements in art were explored. A variety of paintings reflect the cubistic tendencies of
Picasso or Braque. Strong color
brings to mind the early Expressionists. Even the Surrealists seem
represented in Mr. Costa's Dali-

like work.
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Year Closes With Great Ceremony
Following Dr. Brameld's address, honorary degrees were conferred by President Gaige to Dr.
Barnaby C. Keeney, president of
Brown University; Dr. John R.
Frazier, president of the Rhode
Island School of Design; Dr.
Charles W. Hunt,
president
emeritus of the State Teachers
College in Oneta, N.Y.; Dr. Lindsay, Dr. Reisman, and Dr.
Brameld.
A special citation was presented
-to Dr. Ward of the Ford FouQdation, who was unable to accept
an honorary degree under foundation rules.
At the . morajng session Dr.
Ward, director of the Ford Foundation for Africa and the Middle
East, and former dean of the.College, University of Chicago, expressed the humanist's view on society's challenge to education.
U.S. Must Learn to Accept
Other Cultures
Because, said Dr. Ward, the

Austen Smith
Ends Lectures
The last in a series of four
graduate lectures was given by
Dr. Austen Smith of Brown University on Thursday, May 14. Dr.
Smith's topic was "Group Discussion and Learning."
In his lecture, Dr . .Smith stated
that learning by group discussion
is a far more effective way of provoking learning than some of the
methods used today where unless
the teacher is a brilliant speaker
. and nas tremendously exciting
material, the student plays a
passive role and is not stimulated.
The discussion method of learning calls for an interplay between
students and teachers.
It should
1
never be used for its own sake
where it could degen~rate into
'·words,w.or.ds, words" or so that
just a few students participated
and to the rest it is time consuming and a bore. It should not be
used to turn "an ant :liill into a
mountain."
Discu,ssion is, at best, said Dr.
Smith, just a pa1t of the learning
process. It should be used to
awaken interest, to stimulate
critical thinking, to aid in reconciling points of view and to provide "psychological safety and
freedom of expression/' Dr. Smith
r'eferred to Socrates who always
taught by discussion, not "to expose ignorance but as an opportunity to explore for truths." Discussion groups should be planned
but not sterile and in an atmosphere where judgment replaces
memory; an attitude of give and
take develops wherein the student
learns to depend on facts and to
develop skills in communication.
, As to tne teacher's role, Dr.
Smith explained that a teacher
must develop certain skills to be
1
most effective. He must learn to
evaluate contributions, encourage
the timid, anareorient when the
discussion became too involved.
He quoted President Keeney to
the effect that education should
be aggressive "thinking ab.out the
known· and speculating about the
unknown." Learning at its best
should be an exchange of ideas,
not just a gathering of facts.
Dr. Smith compared discussion
in groups to the action of "f~.sion
and fission" whereby students are
brought together to share and to
break apart in their thinking in
order to contribute.

United States has almost overnight try with which IJ:J.e
is dealing, which, have the "spirit of researdh" and
achieved commitments all over the in many cases, si at a higher level must instill this spirit in students.
Educational techniques are of
w.orld, it must learn to cope wi~
t:han is the economic :situation.)
other cultures. Newly sovereign
value, but teachers of science must
Teacher of Science Must Have
Asian nations, in particular, want
be "scholars of science." Only then
"Spirit of Research"
technical and social changes, but
From the scientist's point of will they be able to convey the
no change of culture; we in the view, Dr. R. Bruce Lindsay, proper way of studying science,
United States must therefore learn Hazard professor of physics and for ..'to learn it is to think it
to understand and accept these dean of the graduate school, (science) ."
other ways of life.
Brown University, saw education's Student Must Be Encouraged to
Our problems are as "vast and role as instilling in our yom{g
Develop "Weaknesses"
persistent as the world itself," for people a proper view of science in
In the high Slj_:hoolsof today,
they require '·humility and under- relation to society. The teacher said Dr. Reisman, there · is a
standing and education." America of science, said Dr. Lindsay, must
Continued on page, 7
is not yet ,completely equipped for
the task,· but at least the foundation has been laid. The recenJ: development of interdisciplinary
courses have "formed the habit of
bringing several perspectives to
I
by Fran Palumbo
·
bear on a certain subject." We
~rofessor Lucille iLindburgh to the number of teachers that
are. gaining "greater perspective
in viewing our own culture." This spoke to faculty and students on have held students back, none
many of the phases of Russian ed- could be found. This can pr.obably
is necessary to our understanding
ucation on Tuesday, May 5, in the be attributed to the fact that the
of other becaui;e, as Dr. Ward
Little Theater. Professor Lind- Russians interpret slow progress
stated, "It is not easy to know
burgh is a member of the Profes- on the part of the child as an indiwhat you are viewing if you do
• sional Education Department at cation of the ability of the teacher.
not know where you are standing{'
Queens College, Queens, New Since a Russian teacher is most
(The "new technical missionYork. She spent a very informative desirous of retaining his reputaary" must have more than techfive weeks in the Soviet Union tion as a superior educator, he
nical knowledge in his "ki,t bag,"
studying its school system as a would automatically assume that
said Dr. Ward in concluding; he
member of the Comparative Edu- all' students· have met the same
must have an understanding of
cation Bureau.
stam.dards. "Artists' traits in chilthe arts and culture of the counProfessor Lindburgh emphasized dren" do warrant special educathat Russians are enthusiasts re- tion. R,eading is widespread in
garding education and that 'teach- Russia and illiteracy is practically
ing is the most venerated of all the /non-existent.
In a question period after the
professions in Russia. Since Rusby Sheila Laff an
sia is the '·Workers Republic," vo- · lectures, Dr. Lindburgh stated
The Left Bank and a convent cational education is a must for that U.S. and Russian high scho'ol
1n Asissi, Italy, are only two of everyone. Each school in Russia is curricula are similar. Students who
the places where more Europe- assigned to a different factory. are accepted into Russian colleges
bound R.I.C.E. people plan to stay Students work in these factories are allowed some choice in the
this summer. Miss Catherine Con- on a part-time basis as a prescribed various fields, but their choice is
nor of the Social Studies depart- phase of their curriculum. In these influenced and curtailed 'by the
ment and Miss Amy Thompson factories they learn the bask val- Soviet's need for individuals in
of the English department are ues of a plant operation.
these various fields:
leaving New York on July 31
The Ministry of Education apThe differences in the goals of
aboard the SS United States. The points a fresh new group of American and Russian education
tour will end around October 19, teachers for extra-curricular activi- are significant. Basically, the Ruswhen the two faculty members wili ties. In many instances the budget sians are striving to mold a perreturn on the Greek liner, the for 'these activities exceeds the feet society; Americans are aiming
Olympi.a.
budget of the scholastic pursuits. to better the society for those in
In the meantime, Miss Thomp- Actual growth and learning are it. As a result, Russian education
son and Miss Connd>rhave points the intended end products of these lacks excitement and vitality, for
of interest to visit, related to their extra-curricular activities.
learning, and-most
significantly
·
fields of study.
The role of parents in the Rus- -love.
Miss Thompson is especially in- sian educational system is unique.
terested in England, for here they Food, health, and cleanliness are B.U. Club Award
plan to visit the homes of Kenneth administered by the Parents' ComGra:hame and Beatrix Pdtter, mittee. The Fathers' Union and Goes To Dr. Thorp
authors of widely-read children's the Parents'
Committee are
Doctor Mary T. Thorp rebo.oks. Also included are short charged, with disciplinary' probtrips to Stoke Poges, the "Church- lems. Since the teacher does not ceived the annual award of the
yard" in Thomas Gray's "Elegy have to be concerned with these Boston University Club of Rhode
Written i~ a Country Church- items, his r.ole is solely that of an Island for her outstanding w.ork
in the c<;>mmunity.The club preyard," and the Shakespeare coun- educator.
sented the award at a dinner of
try.
Academic work in Russian
Miss Connor is interested in schools begins at seven since Rus- the University Club on May 6.
Doctor Thorp gives generously
Chartres Cathedral, even though sian educators believe that chilshe ha:s seen it before. Also, s'he dren at this age are capable of to •her community. Besides serving
is looking forward to the over- more progress than earlier and that as director of the Henry Barnard
night stay at the Convent in academk activity previous to this School, she is currently president
of the Council' for Exceptional
Asissi.
'
age is only wasted motion. A
The trip is the first for Miss tea:cher in Russia presides over Children and a member of the
Child Welfare Services Advisory
Thompson, but the thi~d for Miss the same class for four years.
Board.
Connor, who has visited the ScanThe Soviet Union has, as Dr.
She is past president of the
dinavian countries in 1955, and Lindburgh described, an excellent
the countries of the Middle East early childhood program. The Rhode Island Association' for
in 1938. Although she has been to children between ages three and Mental Health and past president
some of the nations included in seven attend school 12 months a of the Association for Childhood
this· year's trip, Miss Connor says year, 6 days· a week, 12 hours a Education of Providence. She is
· she loves "seeking out the old day. Beginning in early childhood, former chairman of the Family
places and finding out new ones." the Russians develop the qualities and Children's Division of the
From England, where they will they desire to instill into a Soviet Council of Community Service.
land, the Misses Connor and citizen. At the age of four, the spy
Thompson will continue to Scot- system becomes apparent, and the
land, Ireland, France. From Paris, children are trained to tattle on
they will take a "break" in their peers.
Switzerland before going on to
The Communist way of life
On Friday, May 1, the Modern
Milan, Venice, and Flor~nce. In teaches that there are no indi- Dance Club of R.I.C.E: presented
Rome, the Basilica of St. Peter vidual differences among men, and its first dance concert.
and the Vatican are other famous that all men are equal in their
The Club was assisted in the
places Miss Connor aniJ Miss capabilities. If an individual fails, technical aspects of the program
Thompson plan to see. Then, they it is due to lack of his own initia- by the Audio-Visual Aid Departwill sail from Naples to Capri and tive and effort. When Dr. Lind- ment, the Art Department, and
its Blue Grotto, back to Naples, burgh asked if students were ever the Dramatic League. The choreand then by ship for the Mediter- kept back because of poor perform- ography was arranged by the memranean before returning home in ance, the Russian teachers said, bers of the club and Miss Billie
October.
very definitely. Yet, inquiring as Burrill, the club advisor.

EducationIn -Russia
Sees No Individuality

EUROPE, HERE
THEY COME'!

ModernDance Club
Presents Concert
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ART STUDENTS WORK
IN CERAMICS COURSE

Can· Take
It With You
You

kiln at 1706 degrees Fahrenheit.
, Seniors who are concentrating When the clay is fired, it gains
in art have the opportunity to take strength and becomes less porous
Dr. Becker's course in ceramics; at the same time. In addition, in
their work may be seen in one of order to minimize warping and
the showcases on the second ,floor crncking, the objects to be fired
must not touch one another. J\fter
f
of Alger Hall.
• firing, they are allowed to cool in
Ceramics entails much work and the kiln because touching them
also requires much time, as in the
while they are hot would result
drying proce~s. The materials used
in cracking.
in creating ceramics are moist
A\ter the cooling comes the
modeling clay, glazes (which coat
and protect the surface that makes glazing process, which is a relathe ware water-resistant), the kiln tively simple one, although obtain(which is used in the firing proc- ing· the correct thickness of the
glaze depends upon e4perience.
ess), tables, modeling boards,
I
shaping and cut.ting tools, and con- Glazing may be done by brushing,
pouring, or spraying, the latter
' tainers for clay.
process being the one used by the
The pr.ocess is very time-conceramks class. This method is by
suming and requires oareful work.
/ far the best for large pieces. A
First, the clay is pressed or rolled,
compressor, a paint sprayer, and
ancl it is important to keep the
a ventilated spray booth are reclay. manipulated. If something
quired for this process of glazing.
needs to be added, it must be
Underglazing is also used for
wedged into the clay mass and
then modeled into shape. Such decoration purposes. A brush -is
materials as pebbles, rocks, leaves, used only to apply the underor pea-pods are used to study the glazes, which are like water
free form in modeling such things colors.
Once again the objects are fired,
as bowls or ash trays.
,
After the object is molded, th.e and this time the temperature in
drying process begins. The objects the kiln is betwee111841 and 1886
are dried by exposure to the air degrees Fahrenheit. When they are
at room temperature.• Again, it is cool, the "masterpieces'' are comvery important that the clay be plete.
thoroughly dried in order to prevent warping.
.
The next step is the firing'
• process, one of the most critical
operations in the makil)-gof ceramby Sondra Smith
ics. The objects are fired in the
NEW
NORMAL
SCHOOL;
RHODE ISLAND NOW HAS
SEMINARS . FOR
by Pat Ross

by Daniel Lees
There are some cases in which
the saying "You can't take it with
you when you go" is not applicable. One such case is the trip
l to Europe being planned by Miss
Wright, Chairman of the Social
Sciences Department. Specifically,
her trip this summer will be highlighted by the fact that she intends to purchase, in Europe, a
Volkswagen Kombi Camper. This
vehic.Ie is part of the Micro-Bus
series but is a car-trailer in one.
It has all the features of a trailer
·-stove, sink, beds, and so forth,
and is selfcpowered as well. It
should be obvious that traveling
in such a way eliminates all the
wasted time spent in securing accommodations and one may "pi~k
up and leave" :at will,
This is not Miss Wright's ftrst
trip to the continent. Her itinerary, this time, will include countries different from those she has
aheady seen; in other words, the
selection is intended to supplement
past visits. 'Dhe countries are
Portugal, $pain, Switzerland, Au~-'
tria, and Yugoslavia. '
One of Miss Wright's hobbies is
photography, and any pictures she
takes should make valuable teaching aids-which is precisely her
aim.
Mrs. Becker of the Art Department will be traveling with
Miss Wright, as well as two
English speaking European friends·,
whom Miss Wright is planning to
meet along the way.
Mrs. Becker's k.nowledge and
· ability to interpret art will ,come
in handy as they study the cultures of the 'countries
they visit.
Yugoslavia promises to b'e perhaps the most interesting stop
Miss Wright wilL make. Since it
is a Communist country, a special
visa must be obtained' for entry.
There is supposedly no hot water
available. Most of the roads are
unpaved, but Miss Wright's European-built Volkswagen_is sprung
in afcordance with just such conditions.
, 1

,Times for RICE

Have Changed
TI-IB

SOCIAL- MAJORS
~ seminar course has ·been proposed for junior Social' Studies
majors, beginning next semester.
This course is a major curriculum
innovation.
Students who are Social Studies
ajors will be asked to take one
their period courses in a seminar
rm. The class will be limited to
fifteen ·students, but it is hoped
· that some of next year's senior
Social Studies majors may be included in these numbers.
· It has been proposed by the
Social .Studies Department, that
students in their junior year, concurrent with Secondary Practicum,
should have a course iri Social
Studies Methodology as well as
content. The department offers
four reasons for the above:
1. Tney want students to achieve
closer identity .tith their subject
matter field. 2. They want the
opportunity to give a topic in
Social Studies more "depth" with
each student. 3. They want students to have an acquaintance
with some of the special techniques
of research and some of the basic
references in Social Studies.
4. They want to be able to employ different methods and techniques of teaching and directed
researoh with a small group.
The seminar wjll be very "flexible". For example, a professor
will not necessarily meet with all
fifteen students in the normal
three class sessions every week.
Instead, the professor may meet
with individual students to discuss the subject matter.
Each semester, one of the history
courses will be designated the
seminar course. The seminar
course next semester will be
•''Nineteenth Century European
Bioraphy" of which Dr. Shinn is
the director.
1

t

FINEST

BUILDING

ANCHOR

OF

ITS KIND IN THE WORLD;
OUTLAY OVER HALF A MILLION DOLLARS

This was the stupendous headline 1 of the Providence Sunday
Journal on September 4, 1898.
The Rhode Island Normal School
building on Park Street was just
. finished and the Sunday paper devoted a full page describing it.
Following are some quotes from
the article.
·
"Appointments 'throughout the
structure can be described only by
the word palatial. Everything is
palatial-everything,
from the
cozy little reception rooms t'o the
gylll baths.''
"To walk from room to room
all over the building requires fully
au hour, if the visitor only casually inspects th~ apartments."
There was also a long dissertation on the new heating and ventilation system. Apparently it was
the first system of its kind in the
state, if not in the country. A
great innovation was the. fire-proof
materials used through the building.
The Henry Barnard School was
located in the college building on ·
the first floor and the playrooms
for the children were in the basement. Also in the basement was
a carpentry shop and biology
workroom. The second floor. was
devoted to the college student~.
It included a study hall with a
gallery filled with opera chairs.
We remember this room as the
auditorium, chapel, dance hall,
etc. The library, which, incidentally, contained the sll,mechairs
and tables which we used, the
biological laboratory, botanical
laboratory, classrooms and offices
were located on th'e second floor
also.
The third floor contained the
school museum, several other
classrooms and laboratories.

•
? This picture shows the place
Can you recogmze whe~e. you are· . .
tudents are made ,
where many important dec1s1ons conce1nmg s
I
Student Council meeting room.

COUNCIL REPORTS

,
by Anita
At the April 22 meeting it was
voted that card playing be discontinued in the men's lounge, the
Char Ies Carro 11 Room . This matter was later discussed at great
length at the student forum held
0 ~ May 8. At the student body's
request, the problem was again
discussed by Council bn May 13.
On/suggestion was that card playin<Ybe prohibited on campus from
8:30 A.M. until 4:00 P.M. The
final decision, which has been. narrowed down to three parts; is:
( 1) that card playing be resumed
in the men's lounge; (2) that Stu-'
dent Council try to 9btain a coed
card room for this semester; and
( 3) that no card playing be allowed in the men's or women's
lounges until 4:00 P.M. if the
coed room is provided.
Smoking is now permitted in
the corridor of the Student Center'.
that
the
Stucfents are reminded
receptacles in this corridor. are, for
cigarettes and not for paper.
Candy bars and lollypops are
allowed in the men's and women's
lounges.
As the student forum of May 2
did not approve next ,year's financial budget, it was revised at this
meeting. The Ricoled will be given
$500 in addition to the $1000

'SPORTS NEWS

Pascale

.
which was previously- voted upon.
!he ,$500 will be taken from .t~e
mcreased enrollment of next _y_ear,
s
student body. If that add1t10nal
h t d f
amount is not _en?ug .0 • e ray
the cost of publishing t~e Ricoled,
the rest of the money wi!l be taken
from the R~serve Fund m the Student Council Treasury.
.
Sheila Thompson 1 semor, has
replaced Walt Crocker as one of
the senior representatives to Stu, dent Council. ,Walt resigned at
the April 29 meeting.
A motion was passed that there
be a Dean's List at the College.
This would be in addition to the
President's List. In order to make
the proposed Dean's List, a student would need a 3.00 index
(with rio D's). The decision will,
of course, lie with the Administrative Council.
On Awards Day only seniors
will be presented on stage with a
certificate for being on the President's tl.,ist. The number vf times
that an individual earned the
honor during his college career
will also be annoudced.
A motion was made and passed
that I.C.C. provide three master
pla,n books in which will be kept
all the social events of all organizations. One book is for the administrative secretary, o'ne for
I.C.C., and one for Council. The
president . of I.C.C. will be required to keep thesetbooks up to
date.
'l'bhlismotfic.n should solve the
pro em o. two organizations
meeting at the same time and
even place. Student! Cour:ci1 must
he consulted before any changes
in an organization's soci:i.l calendar are made.
The new constitution of the
M.A.A. was reviewed. Tom
Sweeney represented the organization 1nd defended its constitution. It was generally felt by
Council that the new constitution
~ was vague, particularly concerning
the definitions of "active" and
"inactive" members. The constitution was tentatively approved until
the end of next semester at which
time Student Council
make a
definite decision. In fuis way the
M.A.A. will have the advantage
of working with its new constitution' for six months before it is
approved permanently.

Keep ·_in'
Tri,rii!w.R.A. Pic'nic

Mark Fullam and Joe Ag-uair
The W.R.A. Picnic was held on
have announced that anyone who Monday, May ·18 at 4:30 P.M. at
is intending to play soccer next Lincoln Woods. The active memseason should see them or Mr. bers were fue only ones invited.
Brown, arid should keep in good Fi~eplaces served .the cook-out for
physical shape during tl:ie sum- the girls and a llirge playing field
mer months. Mark and Joe are accommodated the activities which
looking forward ·to an excellent included volleyball and softball.
season next year with the present
The tennis courts are available
freshmen, who gained invaluable
for use anytime, however, if there
experience this year. ,
The M.A:A. announced the fol- is a class, that time must be relowing members of the varsity and linquished to them. Other regulafreshman ~asketball teams were tions state that sneakers are to Be
awarded letters: David Moore worn on the courts and personal
(Co-Captain),
Frank Mitchell rackets and balls are (o be used.
(Co-Captajn),
Al DeAndrade, The Physical Education departRoland Denault, Ronald Felber, ment hopes to obtain rackets for
Thomas Easthai:p', and ;Mark . outside use next year. Then it will
simply be a matter of signing for
'Fullam.
Freshmen were: Claude Gladu, 'thee quipment in the Physical
Stanley Rzepecki, Donald Hickey, Education 0ffice.
George Fleming, Edward Dowling,
:Oonald Hulme, and Richard Molt.
"Next to ~cqmrmg good friends, the best acquisition
is
The Junior Class of 1960 were
that of good books." - Caleb Colton, 1780-1832).
awar;ded individual trophies for
winning fue Inter-class Basketball
WE STOCK OUT-OF-PRINT EDITIONS, LATEST BEST
Championship. Members of the
SELLERS, AND A BIG SELECTION OF
team were: Joe Aguiar (Captain),
Q U A LIT Y PAPER
BACKS.
Thomas Drury, Frank Peters, Al
Tarabarelli, Dave Masi, Rick
Michaels, Tom Sweeny, Pete
D'Amico, John Fratiello, Danny
Andrews, and Tom Eastham, who
7 BAY STREET, WATCH HILL, R. I.
was coaching.

will

The Book &. TackleShop

I

THE

DramaLeagueE/ects
For Fall Semester
At the last meeting of the
Dramatic League, officers for the
fall semester of 1959 ere elected.
'J1he new offkers are: Kathleen
Hoovr, President; ,Edward Rondeau, Vice-President; Janice MacBeth', Secretary; Michael Iacona,
Treasurer;
and Jann Johnson,
Point Chairman.
The Mu Rho Cast of Alpha Psi
Omega, the National Dramatic
Honor Society, has pledged and
initiated twelve new members.
Loretta Cimini; Virginia Clark,
Donald Doyle, Ann Feeley, Katherine Hoover, Carol Hulcup,
Michael Iacona, James Kinder,
Audrey MaoMillan, Donna Nelson Edward Rondeau, and Carolin; Vanderbuilt were initiated
May 11, 1959.

Attention

Seniors

Reduced Price Sale
R.I.C.E. Items
YOUR LAST CHANCE
\

CollegeBookstore
Center

for all your supplies
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IT DOES HAPPENAT R.I.C.E.!-

Aid Program
Expounded
Dr. Hugh Keenleyside, Director
General of the Technical Assistance, Program of the United Nations-, was the distinguished speaker in chapel on Thursday, May 7.
Dr. Keenleyside delineated the
reasons for clie Technical Assistance 'Program and the various
ways in which this program, works.
He statea that the astounding
cJ;tange in the material life of the
wb:ld since 1750 has left effect~
which are not equally divided.
Some of the countries of the world
are still materially in 1750. In
these countries the Technical Assistance Program can do mu~h to
conquer disease, hunger, and illiteracy.
In this age, with our effective
communications system, we can
readily show the people o'f these
undeveloped countries that they
do not have to live in poverty and
misery. The mass media and religious and political missionaties
have helped to bring about tremendous changes in Africa and Asia
during the past twelve years.
·
This program has helped one
hundred and fifteen countries• to
raise the standard of learning. The
program works in four ways: it
sends literature, technical articles,
etc., to these countries; it awards
scliolarships and fellbwships to
worthy young people to study
abroad; it sets up projects or training centers in which the people
can learn modern methods; and it
sends experts to these countries to
work with the officials in solving
the problems of the country.
It is very necessary, Dr. Keenleyside stated, tiliat we stress the
development of the efficient administration in these u12-developed
countries, for our help is to no
avail if the administration of the
rnuntry refuses to use the prescribed methods of attacking the
problem.
Dr. Keenleyside held a question
and answer period in the Little
Tl:ieatre following chapel' exercises.
At 3: 30 he was honored at a tea
held in the Alumni Lounge.

ANCHOR

Dr. Hugh L. Keenleyside

Anchor Dines
New Editors

by Elaine Cairo
Tw;o moJ\lths ago, juniors and
seniors of R.I.C.E. who had become engaged since enrolling at
this college were asked to fill out
questionaires. These forms inquired about 1their fiances ( or fiancese) and their marital and professional plans. Twenty4hree persons, or approximately 80% of
those juniors and seniors who were
'engaged at that time, filled out the
questionaires, so that we .have been
able to obtain some information
about the people who have more
than, a teaching profession scheduled in their futures.
Of the 23 students who responded to the poll, only four were
engaged to present or previous students of this college. (We do not
mean to imply anything but ... )
Two of these are now juniors, one
is a sophomore, and one has already been graduated.
Four of the 23 had,alreadYi been
married at the time of the survey:
one for a year and a half, two for
8 months, and one for 2 months.
Or these fom~, one I had married
after having been engaged for 2

On Monday, May 11, at 6:30
P.M., the Anchor held its annual banquet in the faculty lounge.
Ann Venagro served as chairman
and toastmistress for the affair.
Miss Altman, the advisor of the
Anchor, spoke of the importance of accuracy in ~ reporting
for a newspaper and of the responsibility of a newspaper in upholding freedom. After her short years; one after 10 months; and
,
the remaining one, after 8 months.
speech, Miss Altman announced ' A variety of answers was given
the recipients of the ANCHOR
.
.
by the group to the question of
awards which are given to those ·how long they had known their fumembers of the staff who have
.
worked on the
a er for five - ture or present marnage partners
p ~ .
before they had become eno-aged.
semesters. Those rece1vmg awards Th
d f
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Alice Corsair Reinhardt, Donna 1e~s, SIX sai 1 or 2 )'.ears, nme
• p·t1 och e111.said 4 or 4 years, and six, 5 years
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Among the distinguished guests or more. The moSt popu 1ar num er
were three former Anchor editors: Miss Evelyn Walsh, Profes-"
sor of History; Dean Charles Willard, Dean of•Professional Studies,
and his wife, Mrs. Willard. Each
If the present trend continues,
reminisced about his days as
R.I.C.E. will be awarding passAnchor editor and enlightened
ports along with degrees at Comthe present staff as to the many
mencement exercises.
more problems that were evident
Two seniors in the elementary
in the earlier days of the
curriculum plan to go on the ideal
Anchor.
honeymoon
this
summer - to
Marguerite Brazeil, editor of
Europe!
the Anchor, thanked this year's
Evelyn Hartington, who will beeditors and staff and introduced . come the
bride of• Lt. (j.g.) John
next year's editors, who were
Bryant Boatwright on June 27, is
elected at a special meeting held
headed for Paris. Evelyn and John
before the banquet. The newly
will leave from '.New York on
elected editors include: Elaine
June 28 to fly to Paris, and will
Cairo, Associate Editor;
Fran visit
John's parents who are spendPalumbo, News Editor; Natalie
ing the year there on a business
Alviti, Feature· Editor; Liz Davis,
trip.
Make-.up Editor; Michael Iacona,
During their month's stay, they
Sports Editor; Carol GiuHano,
will drive through France, SwitzEx;change E9i-tor; Ed Rondeau,
erland, and Italy, then along the
,Circulation
Manager;
Marie
Riviera and back up to , Pari~.
Mainelli, Typing Manager; and
After flying to London for a brief
Harriet Diamond, •Publicity Manstay, they will return to Newport
ager.· iLiz August, last semester's
or Middletown. (Evelyn will be a
apprentice editor, aut001atically
substitute teacher in Middletown
becomes next year's Editor-Inin September.)
Chief.
Laura Richards, who will be
married on May 30 to George
Sa!hogian, will leave for Stockholm
The lYiodern Dance Club has on June 1. George is an engineer
announced that its annual scholar- with SAS (airlines), and his work
ship to the Connecticut College will keep them in Stockholm for
Sdhool of the Dance has been three months. Even in Stockholm,
awarded to Eleano"r Walsh./ The the Sahogians won't become homescholarship ena:bles Miss Walsh to bodies, because they hope to visit
attend this year's eight week sum- Zurich, London, Paris, and Italy
durihg the summer. (Laura added
mer session held in Connecticut.
A scholarship given by the Rocke- that they would like to see Mosfeller Foundation partially pays cow, if it is at all possible.)
In the fall, tiliey will return to
for the one offered by the Modern
Boston, where George will enter
Dance Club, and the remainder
will be taken from .the proceeds Graduate School 01 Business Administration.
of the Dance Concert.
Ti}e Dance Club held elections
Chances are that these seniors
this past week with the following may see more than the usual asresults: Eleanor Walsh, President;
sortment of Europeans ii:\ Europe.
Harriet Diamond, Vice President;
If Evelyn and Laura keep their
Dotty Heslin, Secretary;
and eyes open, they'll probably meetMarcia Pettine, Treasurer.
some more Riceans !

HONEYMOONS
TO EUROPE

ScholarshipAwarded

was 3 years; five·people indicated
this length of time.
Sixteen of the 23 had dated their
\'weethearts for approximately the
sa:me length of time as they had
known them. The largest difference
was 17 years; two other had differences of more than five years.
Only four 6f tilie students polled
were juniors i the other 19 . were
seniors. (Well, they say everything
happens in y:0ur senior year.)
Of those who were not yet married at the time of the poll, three
were planning to be married before
they graduated. (-of these have
already been married.) Ten others
plan to be married within a year
after graduation. The remaining
two named one and one half years
and 2 years :as the approximate
length of time before their wedding date.
'
The answers to the following
question should warm the hearts
of the administration and faculty
was asked whether they planned
here at R.I.C.E. When the group
to teach as soon as they were grad-

uated, 18 of them said yes. Two
planned to teach sometime in the
future. (The best laid plans, etc.)
Of the last tw:0, one said that her
fiance's occupation might warrant
her moving to another location
which is disadvantageous to her
plans, while the other said that her
fiance ·felt her place was in the
home.
As for the conclusions which
may be drawn from this unusual
survey, we are afraid.the inductive
method could not really be applied
here .. Love does not seem to lend
itself easily to scieritific measurement, for certainly none of these'
romances followed any set pattern.
(They say that it is one of the
joys, especially when you have had
four or five.) In any case, the statistics seem to imply that no woman should come to R.I.C.E. for
the sole purpose of finding a husband. If, however, there are some
female students here who are entertaining that idea, we have a
parting message for them: Good
hunting!

Schwadron Conducts
R.I.C.E.' Pops Concert
A delightful pops ,concert was
given by the Rhode Island College
of Education Orchestra in Roberts
Hall du May 13. Mr. Abraham
Schwadron conducted.
The first selection ~as the
"Overture" to 'La Vallee's The
Bridat Rose. This overture, although
not atually
pops music, is
a popular composition and is very
lyrical. The last movement has a
particularly difficult part for the
violinists, who included Mr. John
Nazarian 'of the R.I.C.E. faculty,
but it was executed very well by
them. A trumpet solo was rendered
by Al DeAndrade.
"Midnight Beguine," an exciting and stirring piece by Grundman, was next on the program. It
was further enhanced by the ,lively
maracas' rhythm provided by Ed•
Rondeau, who, although not· a
regular member of the Orchestra,
joined its ranks for ,the concert.
Kahn's '·One ~ight of Love"
was one of the finest numbers
presented
by the
Orchestra.
Schertzinger's
arrangement,
in
which the violin and trumpet alternately carry the melody, was
very effective.
"Dance of the Flutes" from
Tchaikowsky's Nutcracker Suite,
was not played by flutes, but this
was no great loss.
·
The next selection, "Knightsbridge March," from London
1

R.I.C.E.LosesNine
Faculty Members
On thursday afternoon, May 21,
an informal tea was held to honor
those members of the R.I.C.E. faculty who are leaving. Mr. Donald
Lyons of the Barnard School was
master of ceremonies.
Gifts were presented to those
leaving, who include: Mrs. Neva
Allendorf, retiring; Miss Ruth
Altmann, Mrs. Barbara Cassidy,
Mr. Bernard Gordon, and Mr.
Mario Fiondella, of the College
faculty. Three people on the Barnard faculty are also leaving. They
are: Miss Stella McCann, Mrs.
Agnes Raymond, and Mrs. Corrine Salzer. Mrs. Joan Ownes of
the library staff,is also leaving.

'Suite, would have been much m·ore
effective with an additional 50
strings and brass-winds, but, considering the size of our orchestra,
it was done very well. As Mr.
Schwadron implied, it is necessary
to :fill in the music, with a little
imagination.
Selections from Carousel included "June Is Busting Out All
Over," "Carousel Waltz," "If r'
Loved You," "When I Marry Mr.
Snow," and "You'll Never Walk
Alone." Some of them were played
a little slower thap is usual, but
they were among the best selections on the program.

UNDERCLASSMEN
ELECT OFFICERS
At recent· class meetings elections were held with the following
results: the Freshmen have elected
Newton Allen, President; Don
Humes, Vice President; Maureen
Baldwin, Secretary; Pat Galvin,
Treasurer; and Barbara Galli and
Connie Lavallee, Social Committee
Co-Chairmen. Elected to rep(esent
next year's Sophomore class in
Student Council were: Danny
Lees, Norman Cam!>, and Joan
Ziacowski.
The Sophomores have elected
Mrs. Shirley Mulligan, President;
John Flynn, Vice President; Carol
Giuliano,
Secretary;
Richard
Walker, Treasurer; and Liz Davis
and Lynne O'Loughlin, Social
Committee Co-Chairmen. Elected
to represent next year's Junior
Class in Student Council were
Fran Palumbo, Treasurer of Student Council; Bob Cooper, Rosalie
Lopez, and Simone Bousquet.
The Juniors have elected Joe
Menard, President; Helen Kearns,
Vice President;. Louise Ryaa, Secretary; Pat Fuy, Treasurer; and
Marna
Stanton
and
Gerry
Schooley, Social Committee CoOhairmen. Elected to represent
next year's Senior Class in Student Council were Judy Mulligan,
Natalie Alviti, and Harriet Diamond. Liz August was elected
Stunt Night Chainp.an.
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Philip Coakley Named
New Barnard Principal

Joe Aguiar
Heads Council
Newly elected to the top offices
of Student Council are: Joe Aguiar
and Jeanne Louth. Joe Aguiar has
been named President of Student
Council to succeed Donald Babbit,
and Jeanne Louth has been named
Vice President to succeed Pat
Smith.
Joe Aguiar has been on the soccer team for three years. Next year
he will serve-as co-captain of the
team. His otfier activities include:
basketball, track, Men's Athletic
Association, Newman Club, Anchpr, Class Vice President, Hazing
Committee, Kappa Delta Phi in
which he serves as corresponding
secretary.
Jeanne Louth has served as Student Council Secretary and Treasurer, and as Class Secretary. She
has been a member of Newman
Club for three years and has
served on its executive board and
as initiation chairman. Her other
activities include: Ski Club, Sophomore Hop Committee, Junior
Prom Committee, Anchor, Kappa
Delta Pi, Daisy Chain, Stunt
Night Hazing Committee and May
Day.
The Freshmen have not as yet
elected a member of their class as
Secretary of Student Council. The
Sophomores have elected Fran Palumbo as Treasurer of Student
Council.

Rl~OLED COVER
WINS ACCLAIM
Hope Day, a member of the senior

dass,

recently

designed

the

cover of the 1959 Ricoled. Rer
design was chosen by the company
which printed this year's yearbook
to be used for advertising purposes.
Miss Day, who is art editor of
the yearbook, was inspired to design the new cover because of the
modern aspect of the new campus.
She felt that sinc.e Rhode Island
College of Education is a modern
school, the yearbook should be
modern in appearance.
Her design is influenced by the
work of Piet Mondrian, and is unlike last year's design;it is carried
around to the back of the cover.

JuniorProm Held
The Green Manor in East Providence was the scene of the Junior
Dinner bance. Dinner of chicken
or steak was followed by dancing
to the music of Buzz Terry and
his orchestra.
This is the first function which
the class of 1960 attended under
their new title, the Anchor class,

Joe Aguiar,. Council President

Jeanne Louth, Council Vice-Pres.

Inquiring Reporter
by Ed Rondeau
In view of the recent statement made by the administration concerning the problems of students, wearing bermuda shorts on campus,
I felt it would be useful to procure the opinion of the student body.
So I did, and they did, and here they are ( more or less).
,,
"But of course, I want my (pretty) knobby knees to show. Jann Johnson
"Skirts are so short this year, you can see your knobby knees anyway."Pat' Hartigan
"Other colleges do."Carol Rafferty
"Because of the state of my knees, I would not condescend to answer that question."Frank DuVally
"I don't think that they belong in a teacher's college."\
Mary Bradley
"Men should because they have pretty knees."Anne Schattle
"If they show them like Daphine.,''Anonymous (O.K., Anne)
"It's cool. Comfortable."Cindy Heywood
"Yes, I think so, but I don't know why.'_'Anne Degnan
·'Bermudas are here to stay.''(The girl who sits in front of me in thapel. Ed.)
"This is the first time it looks like a college."Marilyn Mace
"They don't want us to dress like old maids, so why can't we wear
bermudas?"Marilyn Rubi
"Why not?"About 18 Students
"I think that if the girls don't have enough taste not to wear them
to class, th~y shouldn't
be here."R. K. Beaton
"I don't feel that R.I.C.E. is the proper place for uncovered knees
because of the activities at the Barnard School. Attractive and comfortable as they may be, they are inappropriate."-Alice Corsair Reinhardt
"I don't even care."Sue Lombardi
"That's a complex question." "Pssst."Ed Riley
.
"I wouldn't wear them, so why
should anyone else?"] aim Chirico
'·They come here to study, not
to put on a fashion show."The members of the freshman
Carl Smith
class who are interested in being
"I direct your attention to the
English majors were guests at a
bulletin board·."Tony Mancini
coffee ✓hour, sponsored by the fac"Want a lollypop?"ulty of the English Department on
V ivian Johnson
Tuesday, May 6, at 4:00 p.m. The
"Why not, I like to see men's
collation was held in, the Alumni
knees!"Marna Stanton
Lounge of Robert's Hall.
"Why not allow bathing suits
At this time the prospective students were introduced to the fac- after May 30?"-,,
Anita Pascale
ulty and given the opportunity to
Well, now that that issue is all
become acquainted with them and cleared up, we can all sweat out
the other English majors.
final exams. Oh, by the way, the
Informally the teachers an- question of the week was: "Should
swered the questions of the stu- students be allowed to wear berdents and related personal experi- mudas on campus without having
ences. Dr. Lockery, Mrs. Green, to c_over up their knobby_ knees
1
and Mrs. Comery poured.
with trench coats?"
'

New EnglishMaiors
Honored at Tea

Three R. I. C.E. Girls

Anne Marie Degnan

I

I

Our college may not abound in
handsome men ( or any men for
that matter), but we certainly
have enough female beauty to go
around. Three of our women students ranked very highly in the
recent 'Misses Providence, Pawtucket, and Cranston Contests.
Miss Anne Marie Degnan, freshman, was fist runner-up in the
Miss Providence Contest. A graduate of Bayview Academy, she was
Miss Franco-American of 1957 and
placed in the Press Photographers
Contest of 1958. She has also won
summer scholarships to study
dance in Boston and New York.
Here at R.I.C.E. Miss Degnan is
in the Dramatic League and the
Modern Dance Club.
Miss Nancy Paine, senior,

•

1n

Lorelei

Dr. Mary T. Thorp, presently
Director of Henry Barnard School,
will become Directdr of Laboratory Experiences in September, it
was announced by President ~illiam C. Gaige. Replacing Dr.
Thorp as Director at Barnard
School will be Dr. Philip Coakley,
currently principal of Falls School
in North Attleboro, Mass.
The change, made necessary by
the increasing size and complexity
of the College, will' relieve Dr.
Thorp of the responsibility of administering Henry Barnard School,
and permit her to dir~ct all her
energies to the College students in
their professional experiences at
the laboratory school.
Some of the duties of the new
Director of Laboratory Experiences will be the direction and coordination of the Professional Orientation activities of all freshmen
students, the planning and supervision for all Practicum experiences at the Barnard School. Also,
Dr. Thorp will work to increase
the impact upon education in the
-schools of the State of the studies
made and theories tested in Henry
Barnard School. In addition, Dr.
Thorp will teach, from time to
time, the Graduate course in Functions of the Co-ordinating Teacher.
Dr. Thorp has been on the faculty of R.I.C.E. since 1926. Previously, she taught in Hopkinton
and Westerly, and acted as principal and critic in Jamestown. She
received her Ed.B. and Ed.M.
from R.I.C.E., and served her doctorate at Bos.ton University.
Dr. Philip Coakley, who will bec-0me ,Director of Barnard School
in September, earned his B.S. at
Manhattan College, his Ed.M. at
R.I.C.E., and his doctorate at Boston University.
Dr. Coakley has had teaching
experience at all levels, from elementary to graduate work. At one
,time, he was visiting professor of
Education here at R.I.C.E.
Dr. Coaldey is a member of Phi
Delta Kappa, national honor society of education, and is active in
many educational organizations.
During World War II, he served
three years in the Amphibious
forces of the U. S. Navy, and in
the Pacific and Atlantic fleets.

OVERHEARD
"You get the number of the
woman who hit you?"
"No, but I'd recognize that
laugh anywhere."
Sign over an electric chair:
"You can be sure. It's Westinghouse."

Dr. Philip

Coakley

Mrs. Allendorf
1o Retire
Mrs. Neva L. Allendorf, the
he~d of the Woman's Physical Education Department at R.I.C.E.,
will retire in June. She was graduated from Rhode Island Normal
School and received her special
training at Boston University. After having obtained her master's
degree in education, Mrs. Allendorf taught physical education at
the Henry B'arnard School .,and
eventually at the college, where
she has taught ever since.
In the fall of this year, after
Mrs.' Allendorf has retired, she and
her husband will travel to southern
California, where they will live in
the city ot Coronado. There, they
expect to enjoy a leisurely life,
spending the days reading, fishing,
golfing, and traveling. Mrs. Allendorf 's life, however, will not be all
play. Since she has always been
interested in nursing, she will do
volunteer work in one of the hospitals in California.

Clubs Hold Picnics
Newman Club held its annual
picnic on Sunday, May 17 at the
Dominic Sayio Retreat House at
Peaced~le. Many activities were
planned including tennis, softball
and horseback riding. The day
ended with a cookaout.
On Monday, May 18, W.R.A.
held a picnic for its active members at Lincoln Woods. After playing games such as baseball and
volley ball, the members enjoyed
a cookout. Election of next year's
officers was also held.

Local Beauty Contests

White

ranked as second runner-up in the
Miss Pawtucket Pageant. She is a
'55 graduate of Cumberland High
School, wl}ere she was secretary
and treasurer of the Athletic Association, class secretary, and a glee
club member for four years. Here
at the college she has been in the
Newman Club, the I.R.C., the
Choir, and was on the senior Social
Committee.
First runner-up in the Miss
Cranston Contest was freshman
Lorelei White. Miss White was
• graduated from Cranston, High
School in 1957 as a member of the
Rhode Island and National Honor
Society and attended Wheelock
College for a time. She was. recently chosen the 1959-1960
Queen of the New England Youth
Association.

Nancy Paine
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Class qi '59 Plans
Future With Variety
by Sheila Lafjan
Grass is growing all over our
Paul Gauthier, Corina Vitale,
newly-seeded campus but none of and Mrs. Arline Kiven will be enit is growing under the feet of the rolled at Brown University in the
Class of 1959. In an informal poll fall. Janet Prata has been awarded
of the senior class, taken during an assistantship in geography at
the past month,. 60% of the seniors Boston University, while Pauline
replied concerning their pla~s for Ucci will study at Wesleyan in
next September.
.
Connecticut.
It is significant that such a large
Outside of New England will be
percentage of the graduating dass Frieda Rao at Wayne State Univolunteered to ans'¥er the Anchor versity in Detroit and Katherine
survey. This indicates that the Kenney at Catholic
' University inI
R.I.C.E. students are finding it Washington, D. C.
difficult to obtain jobs, for the
Two students plan to travel.
most part. 0 ut of a graduating Claire Kenyon will spend six
class of 145, 87 students answered
h
months in Brazil, and Laura Richt, e survey. As of May 81 seventy- ards will live in Sweden for three
four students had teaching positions for ·September, but most of months after her May 30 marriage.
the openings were in elementary
Of those senior,<,staying "home"
. and early childhood education. to teach, tw@ are going to work
English-Social Studies and Math- next door in Massachusetts. Right
Science people were not finding po- here in Rhdde Island, the best
sitions quite so easily. However, a! "hunting grounds" so far have
great many school committees do been the communties of Provinot make their final appointments dence, Cranston, Warwick, Woonuntil the end of the school year, socket, Cumberland, and Pawtucso the secondary education seniors ket. Already, Providence has hired
still have high hopes of being hired twenty seniors; Cranston, fourto tea.ch.
teen; Warwick, seven; CumberThe grass is not growing under land and Woonsocket, five each,
the feet of R.I.C.E. seniors in an- and Pawtucket, four. Several Jother
other respect. This year, seven sen- communities have hired 3 or less
iors have been accepted for grad- R.I.C.E. seniors so far, bringing
the total to 74.
uate study at five universities.
From the looks of things, a few
seniors will be doing just what
another senior listed as her "plans
for September"- housewife. But
to this, these seniors can add "and
Dr. Paul van K. Thompson, as- mother." .
·
sociate professor of English at
Uncle Sam doesn't pose any
Providence College was the guest threat to the immediate future of
men, as many
of them
speaker
at Chapel,
May 7, 1959. _she_.senior
The topic of Dr.
hompson's are veterans of military service.
provocative talk was the Virtue of
Give the campl\S grass another
Commitment. Dr. Thompson's few weeks, and there'll be a nice
subject proved to be a timely one carpet underfoot. However,. by
as the issues of "groupism vs. indi- that time, none of the seniors will
viduality", and "conformity vs. have any green stuff growing benon-conformity" are now, more tween their toes. 'J:hey've hustled
than ever, being disc;ussed and re- so far, and won't stop till they've
1
discussed.
all been placed-in schoo'ls or in
This "vague sin" of groupism, homes.
Dr. Thompson contends, presupposes a kind of willingness to be
separate and dicerent. Groups have
formed the foundations of all that
is truly civilized in the Western
Another clarinet-piano concert
world. The family is a group upon
which the nation, also a group, is was presented on Frid'lY, May 1,
by Miss Rita Bicho, pianist, and
constructed.
Concerning groupism in religi- Mr. Abrahaµi Schwadron, clarinous belief, Dr. Thompson asserted etist, both of the R.I.C.E. Music
that only ideas that have bound Department. The selection was
men together in truth have sur- "Sonata for Clarinet and Piano,
vived. This virtue of being com- Opus 167" by Camille SaintSaens.
Camille Saint-Saens
( 1834mitted to the truth, which is God,
one, perfect and infinite, is a ne- 1921) was a typ}cal romanticist
cessity. for a tea:cher of youth who and wrote in all musical forms
from opera to chamber music. In
must inspire.
Dr. Thompson believes that it is the last few years of his life, he
not by assimilation alone that the was devoted to woodwind sonatas
In
· Jews have made their contribution for clarinet, oboe, and bassoon.
1
to Western civilization but by a the selection which Mr. Schwadron
played can be seen,' as he pointed
direct unity to· ideals.
Protestantism in its essence out, the "influences of impressionconsists of committed men and ism and soaring romantic feeling.
women who perceived the truth The third movement has a fune(and ascertained it) as they saw it. real quality which critics often
A Catholic who lives in full credit to Saint-Saens thoughts of
awareness of his identity as a approaching death. Clarinetists apCatholiq is not afraid of Groupism, plaud this work .because it seems
but steadfastly committed to it to fit the particular qualities and
techniques of the instrument."
and their group beliefs.
Future concerts to be presented
Dr. Thompson urged that we
must be strongly committed, in by Miss Bicho and Mr. Schwadron
this present era as we are in op- will include selections by Alec
position to the most commi~ted Templeton, Paul Hindemith, and
men imaginable. When the fmal Claude Debussy.
Two recent lectures given by
conflict does result those firmest
in their committments and convic- Mr. Sohwadron were on jazz and
tions will stand ahead. These un- free form. The lectures are made
committed remain neutral on the more interesting by the records
basic and vital issues of life and ·Mr. Schwadron plays to demonstrate his points.
deat~.
4

Thompson Gives
Chapel Address
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ENGLISH CLUB BALLOT

Literary Group 1
Proposed For Fall

As mentioned in the last issue
of the Anchor, several members of
the English Department have suggested that an English Chib bemrNO ........... .
YES
ganized. •Many students have beCOMMENTS:
come quite interested in the idea
and have expressed the desire to
know more about the club.
The English Club would be open
to all students, and activities
NAME .................................................................................
.
would grow out nf the students'
desires. There would be no special
OIVISION .........................................................................
.
requirements or forced activities.
The student may participate or
LEAVE BALLOT IN BOX IN BOOKSTORE.
just be a listener.
Two to four meetings a year
have been suggested. At the meetings students would have the opportunity to present papers, written in English dasses or just for
the meeting. Since there should be
a little connection between the
1
Helicon' and the club, students
The summer session of the are ,preparing to teach in the pub- w.ould be encouraged to submit
Rhode Island College of Educa- lic schools of the state. Thus op- their papers to the Helicon. Faction Graduate and Extension Pro- portunity is given to provide cul- ulty members would also present
gram will extend from June 24 to ' tural and professional devefop- papers to the group, and outside
August 4, 1959. These courses ofmen t. The students of these cours- speakers would discuss matters of
fered during the summer are for
es will also be able to become ac- literary significance. Members of
te'achers in service or for those who
quainted with new teaching tech- .the club may also carry on panels
niques and 9-evices.Credits can be and listen to recordings.
If the English Department had
obtained fctr graduate work, Bachelor's degrees, and credits toward some idea of the number of sturenewal of professional certificates. dents planning to-join the dub, it
would be able to make more defiMany of the Rhode Island Colnite plans. All students interested
lege of Education faculty members
The Associ:ated Alumni of are teachimg summer courses. For in joining the club are asked to
Rhode Island College of Education example, Mr. Smolsk,i has two fill out the ballot on this page.
held their annual Alumni Day Sat- courses: one is Geography of Asia
urday, May 23, 1959 at the col- and the bther, Introduction to Ge- Dedication (Continued)
lege. The day began with registra- ography. Dr. Lindquist is offering tendency to exploit the student
tion and a coffee hour at 10:00, two' anthropology courses, Social just as a "footba11star is exploited
followed by a choral recital by the Understanding th;ough Anthropol- by the coach." A gifted student,
R.I.C.E. Community Chorus un- ogy and Introduction to Anthro- by being rewarded only for his
der the direction of Mr. Schwad- pology. Dr. Loughrey is offering a strongest point, is often "robbed
ron. The ·annual business meeting course in Research in Current of the vision of what else he is,"
of the Association concluded the Trends in Teaching of Foreign · which may be more relevant to
morning activities.
Language. These are only a few his development as an individual.
Dr. James P. Adams, chairman of the forty-three courses being A student must be encouraged to
develop his less-powerful sides,
of the Board of Trustees o.f State offered in all.
which he is often taught to conColleges, was the principal speakA part @f•the program will also
er at the buffet luncheon. He was include workshops. These will not sider as weaknesses.
To save those intelligent highintroduced by Mrs. James Gilli- necessarily be held at the college,
gan, chairman of the Alumni Day but !will often include activities in school students who are concerned
Comrn}ttee. Greetings were ex- other places. Dr:.Leonelli is direct- too mudh with extra-curricular
tended to the assembled ·alumni by ing a workshop in driver training activities, Dr. Reisman proposed
Dr. William Gaige, president :0-f which will certify the students as model public boarding schools ~or
the college; Dr. Fred J. DoRovan, Driver Education Teachers. Also, those who cannot afford private
vice president; Miss Catherine M. a workshop in Conservation and boarding schools. These schools
Casserly, member of the Board of Outdoor Education will be con- would enlist a more comprehenTrustees; and Miss Mary G. Da- ducted by Dr. Mary Keefe and sive curriculum with emphasis on
many areas of talent.
vey, alumni secretary.
Miss Billie Burrill; it will provide
There should be more emphasis,
The luncheon was followed by a an opportunity for 1the study of
social get-together in Craig-Lee natural resources, plant and ani- in terms of an "ideal society," on
anct'·a full program of activities. A mal life, soils, minerals and water. the quality of life as it must be
magic show by Robert Hargraves, There are six workshops being of- lived after leaving school.
Dr. David Reisman is a Henry
flower arrangements by James E. fered.
Ford
II Professor of Social Science
Scott, and a lectur~ entitled Reat Harvard University; and his
turn to Hawaii by Catherine Carviews represented those of the
'Jey, were given in the Little Thesocial scientist.
atre. There_ was a fraternity _getCultural" Role Most Important
together in the Men's Lounge and
The most important role of the
Bridge in the Faculty Lounge. For
r
teacher,
said Dr. Theod~re Bram1
the athletes there was a program
,·,Go east, yoJng lady, go east!"
of sports. The day was closed with Well, all right, so Horace Greeley's eld, who spoke at the afternoon
convocation, is the cultural role,
a tea and reception at 4:30 p.m:
famed advice has taken on a new which includes inserting into the
look-at least for Irene Suroweic, curriculum an understanding of
a senior.·
man himself and also a rebuilding
I
This summer, Irene is flying to of our schools on the observation
Fout members of the faculties
of Rhode Island College or' Edu- Europe with her sister Florence, of the "multiple relationships con1
cation have been given promotions, a 1955 graduate of R.I.C.E. The stituting human order."
trip, which the girls have been
Anthropology,
the
cultural
it was recently ·announced.
Thos~ rece1vmg promotions planning for months, will take science, employs two approaches
were: Dr. Robert T. Amos, Dr. Irene and Florence to nine coun- as to how man has acquired his
habits of society; they are the
Edith C. Becker, Mr. Vincent F. tries during the first three weeksEngland, Holland, Belgium, Lux- behavioristic, which is learning by
Trainor, and Miss Mary Zajac.
Dr. Amos, who this year was an embourg, Germany, Austria, Switz- conditioning, and functionalistic,
assistant professor of psychology, erland, Italy, and France .. At the which is living in the existing enhas been name associate professor. tJrmination of the three-week tour, vironment but applying modificaDr. Becker, formerly assoc-iatepro- t!he Misses Suroweic plan to fly tions.
fessor of art, has been named pro- to Poland for a.month's visit with · In concluding, Dr. Brameld
their grandmother and other rela- said that an "anthropological
fessor.
Miss Zajac, elementary instruc- tives; their parents traveled ,to philosophy of education," which is
nothing more than an indication
tor at . the Barnard School, was Poland two years ago.
Irene is ,carrying on not only a of the interdependence of educanamed assistant professor, and Mr.
Trainor, also of the Barnard family tradition but also the grow- tion and philosophy in culture,
School, was named assistant pro- ing tendency of R.I.C.E. people may mean a much higher level of
fessor.
· to get out and GO I
teacher education.
IF SUCH A CLUB IS FORMED WOULD YOU BE
INTERESTED IN JOINING?

R.I.C.E. Summer Session
Lists 'Varied (;ourses

Alumni Day.
Held May 23

SENIOR PLANS
TRIP TO EUROPE

4 Get Promotions

,,
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College Honors Given
At Second Awards Day

Awards Day winners include, from left to right: Pauline Ucci, Frank Mitchell, Carol Hulcup, Tony Marino, and Jean Harris.

"MISSILESAND -SATELLITES"
terrange ballistic and inter-conti- solid propellants. Another bad feanental missile, the first having an ture in solid fuels is that, unlike
average range of about 250-1500 the liquid fuel, they are built into
miles, the second, a range of from the mechanism· of the missile; if
3000 miles on to 5000 miles, full stored for a long period of time,
therefore, the fuel decomposes. It
range.
With the Army, Navy, and Air is the hope~at present, said Mr.
Force all carrying on separate mis- Fiondella, that the Titan will be
sile and satellite programs, there used along with the Polaris as a
are a number of variations in mis- solid-fuel propellant.
Mr. Fiondella explained a few
sile designs. Army missiles include:
the Corporal; Jupiter A, B, and C; .of the tracking devices use to trace
also known as the Redstone mis- missiles, including the fixed-camesiles, the Jupiter, and the Juno. ra set-up, the Doppler velocity ac_ Navy missiles are the Vanguard celeration position (DOVAP), and
Doctor Ed'ith C. Becker rec·eived and the Polaris. The Air Force has the ultra-high Doppler tracer
a Founders' Day Certificate from developed the Thor, Atlas and Ti- (UDOP).
New York University on April 17. tan. Of these missiles, only the AtSpeaking of satellites, Mr. FionDr. Becker is a member of the las and the Titan are inter-conti- della pointed out that the ratio of
R.I.C.E. art department. Annual
satellite to rocket is often about
Founders' Day awards are given nental.
Mr. Fiondella pointed out that 38 pounds fo,r the satellite to 60
in special fields of study in commemoration of the granting of the fuels present one of the hardest tons for the missile.
University Charter. Dr. Becker problems in missile design. At presSince the angular speed is
distinguished herself scholastically ent the major weight in missiles is greater at or near the equator
among her fellow students from taken up by the liquid fuel. For than at the upper or lower
1954 to 1958 while she was doing this reason, missile experts are try- latitudes, missile sites are set up
graduate work at New York Uni- ing to convert from liquid propel- as near to the equator as possible
versity to earn her doctor's degree. 1ants to solid propellants. Solid in order to achieve the maximum
The faculty and student body ex- propellants are hard to manage, angular momentum. In order for
tend their ·congratulations to Dr. however. This would account for satellites to keep up with the earth
Becker for achievement of a place the trouble encountered so often in its rotation, they must be
in the highest bracket- of scholastic in the Titan, Polaris, and Van- launched at a predetermined angle
preferment.
guard missiles, all of which use and height.
'

"Missiles and Satellites" was the
topic of a faculty colloquium held
on May 8. Mr. Mario Fiondella,
a member' of the R.I.C.E. mathematjcs department and formerly
-with the Missile Firing Laboratories at Cape Canaveral, Florida,
was the speaker.
·Mr. Fiondella began by explaining the difference between the in-

N.Y.U.Awards
Dr.E.C.Becker

Seniors· Awarded

The second annual Awards Day Class, the Juniors. Hank Guillotte,
was held on Tuesday, May 19, in president of the senior class and
the Roberts Hall auditorium, pre- the present Anchor Class, made
sided over by Patricia Smith, vice- the award to Joe Menard, president of the junior class. Mr. Mepresident of student council:
Bauline Ucci, Jeanne Briggs nard also received the Intra-mural
Harris, Carol Hulcup, Tony Ma- basketball trophy on behalf of his
rino, and Frank Mitchell were re- class.
John Bray walked off with
cipients of some of the top awards
awards in dramatics. Mr. Bray was
foiven by the College.
Miss Ucci, a secondary student ~warded both a certificate for outin the Social Studies-English cur- standing work in dramatics by Alriculum, was the winner of two pha Psi Omega, along with Hope
major awards: the award given by Day and Ann Murphy. Mr. Bray
Kappa Delta Pi for the highest was also the recipient of the Alpha
scholastic achievement in four Psi Omega Trophy awarded by
years at R.I.C.E. and the Delta Rose Vallely, president of this hon- ·
Kappa Gamma Award. The Delta orary society in dramatics.
Certificates were awarded als.o
Kappa Gamma Award is given on
the basis of scholarship, leadership, to the nine students who were this
poise, hurp.ility, and graciousness. year elected to Who's Who Among
As winner of the award, Miss Ucci Students in American Colleges and
was considered to be the senior Universities. These nine included:
woman who possessed these qual- Marguerite Brazeil, Alice Reinities to the greatest degree. Miss hardt, Walter Crocker, Ann Davis,
Ucci has recently received a grant Henry Guillotte, Eleanor Mullanto study in the Master of Arts in ey, L'iz August, D_ofuthy Heslin,
Teaching program at Wesleyan. and Eleanor Neary.
President William Gaige awardMrs. Jeanne Briggs Harris was
also awarded a prize in recognition ed certificates to those seniors who
for her outstanding scholastic have been placed on the Presiachievement in four years at dent's List in their years at
R.I.C.E. Mrs. Harris is an art R.I.C.E. Those who have made the
student in the elementary curricu- list more than once include: Mrs.
Jean Harris, Pauline Ucci, Donald
lum ..
Babbitt, Marian Barnes, Jean
Miss Carol Hukup, a senior in
Walsh, Henry Giullotte, Katherine
the elementary curriculum, was
Kenny, Arline Kiven, Ruth Marsrecipient of the Kappa Delta Phi
den, Marianne Maynard, Elizaaward for outstanding work as a
betl:i McAleer, and Mrs. Eleanor
member of the College. These
Mullaney.
awards are given on the basis of
/ Pauline Ucci presented certificharacter and outstanding accomcates to the members of Kappa
plishment to a man and woman
Delta
Pi, the honorary society in
who ihave not been previously honeducation.
ored.
_}
,
Sally ¥cGurn, president of the
Mr. Tony Marino, a math-sci- Newman Club, awarded pins to
ence major, was given the men's seniors who have been outstanding
award by Kappa Delta Phi.
members of the Club in their years
The John E. Hetherman trophy here. These included: Marguerite
was awarded by Dr. Fred J. Don- Brazeil, Beverly Crocker, Henry
ovan to Frank Mitchell. This Guillotte, and Ann Murphy.
award .goes to a senior man who
Marguerite Brazeil, eclitor qf the
has been an outstanding athlete. Anchor, presented the Anchor key
Qualifications for this award in- to twelve persons who have been
clude good scholarship, partic'ipa- active members of the staff for five
tion in extra-curricular activities, or more semesters. These included:
personality ·and appearance, initi- Natalie Alviti, Liz August, Joanne
ative, dependability, and' coopera- Burns, Harriet Diamond, Carol
tion.
Hulcuf, Donna Nels6n, Louise Pi\ A highlight in the presentation tocchelli, Alice Reinhardt, Gerald
of awards was the giving over of Schooley, Barbara Swanson, and
the Anchor to the new Anchor Sondra Smith.
1

Graduate Grants To Study

Three members of the Class of for study at Wesleyan College at
1959 have recently been awarded . Middletown, Conn.
assistantships for graduate study.
Miss Prata, a graduate of ClassJanet Prata has received an assist- ical High, during her four years at
antship to Boston University;
R.I.C.E., has been a fervent advoFrieda Rao has been the recipient cate and a staunch asset to the inof an assistantship to Waynes Uni- tellectual climate on campus. She
versity in Detroit, Michigan. was a member of Student Council
Pauline Ucci was awarded a grant during her Junior year; she has
been treasurer and president of the
International ' Relations Club;
member of Kappa Delta Pi, chairman of the senior social committee for the past two years;
Interclub Council
member;
and business Editor of the H eCicon. The assistantship she has received is for study in her field of
concentration, Geography. At Boston University, Miss Prata will be
aiding the Chairman of the Department of Geography for a maximum of fifteen hours a week. Miss
Prata intends to teach after completing her master's education,
eitheir on the high school or college
level.
Miss Frieda Rao is a member
of the Math-science division in the
Secondary Curriculum, majoring
in Mathematics. Miss Rao is also
Janet Prata

a graduate of Classical High
,School. She has been a member of
the Newman Club for her four
years at R.I.C.E.: on the Sayial
Committee freshman and sen'ior
years and a member of the May
Day Committee. Miss Rao · has
done a considerable amount of tutoring from the high school to the

Frieda Rao

college level. She is also employed
by the Math-Science Dept., here at
--R.I.CE. Miss Rao's graduate assistantship equals $1,800. She will
spend two years at Wayne State 1
studying for her Master's Degree
and intends to teach freshman college Mathematics for 6 or 9 hours
weekly. No definite plans after
graduate w:ork are in mind for
Miss Rao; she may fµrther her
study or teach.
Miss Ucci's academic accomplishment at R.I.C.E.'has remarkably warranted her graduate study
offers. She is enrolled in the secondary curriculum, majoring in History. Miss Ucci has been on the
President's list for four semesters;
a member of Kappa Delta Pi
and now president; member of the
· Debating Society for three years,
president in her sophomore year;
Newman Club member for four_
years; a member of Anchor and
International Relations Club. Miss
Ucci has been awarded an outward
grant of $1,400 comprising twelve
months study for an MAT Degree
(Master of Arts in Teaching),
She expects to teach one day

a week in a Connecticut High
School. The MA history program
at Brown also accepted Miss Ucci.
The National Fullbright Committee is presently considering Miss
Ucci for study in the field of Education in Italy. Upon completion
of her Master's Degree, Miss Ucci
intends to teach high school.

Pauline

Ucci

•

